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A new analysis of more than 4,000 ancient and contemporary human genomes shows how common such “founder events” were in our history. A founder event is ... and estimates the amount of admixture of ...
Population bottlenecks that reduced genetic diversity were common throughout human history
Scientists found that all brown bears today have some polar bear ancestry due to genetic admixture that occurred during a warm interglacial period more than 100,000 years ago.
100,000-year-old polar bear genome reveals ancient hybridization with brown bears
A new analysis of more than 4,000 ancient and contemporary human genomes shows how common such "founder events" were in our history ... estimates the amount of admixture of other populations ...
Many human genomes shaped by past events that caused sharp dips in the population
BUFFALO, N.Y. — In saliva, scientists have found hints that a “ghost” species of archaic humans may have ... “When we looked at the history of the gene that codes for the protein, we see the signature ...
In saliva, clues to a ‘ghost’ species of ancient human
Since we now have ancient individuals from different time periods we can directly show that admixture ... pot of human genetic ancestries: To shed light on the archipelago's settlement history ...
Pre-historic Wallacea: A melting pot of human genetic ancestries
The research is based on the analysis of several ancient human remains ... suggesting that the admixture (mixing) between these first humans in Europe and Neanderthals was common,” said ...
Genome analysis reveals unknown ancient human migration in Europe
A new analysis of more than 4,000 ancient and contemporary human genomes shows how common such "founder events" were in our history ... estimates the amount of admixture of other populations ...
"Founder events" that reduced genetic diversity found to be common throughout human history
An international team of experts has sequenced the DNA from 16 ancient ... for humans thousands of years ago. The Wallacean islands, in what is now Eastern Indonesia, have a long and rich history ...
Indonesian Island Was Human Melting Pot With DNA From 16 Ancient People: Study
But our understanding of founder events in humans ... in ancient DNA samples. This might be a feature of limited data or uncertainty in recombination clock. Also, in admixed populations, if the ...
Genetic diseases may have been influenced by population fluctuations throughout history
A cache of prehistoric tools used by ancient humans living in what is now the UK has been confirmed to be at least 560,000 years old. The artefacts are the oldest of their kind known from the UK and ...
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UK’s earliest hand axes were made by ancient humans 560,000 years ago
In addition to discovering the Mainland Southeast Asian roots of Wallacean genetics, the evidence also clarifies the timing of the admixture between the Austronesian farmers and indigenous hunter ...
Southeast Asia migrants likely contributed to Pacific genetic diversity – study
"The availability of Bruno's paleogenome has made it possible to detect an ancient admixture event that impacted ... burning of fossil fuels and other human activities. As Arctic sea ice declines ...
100,000-year-old polar bear genome reveals ancient hybridization with brown bears
Yet, these tropical islands were a corridor for modern humans migrating into the ... the ancestry of ancient individuals from the southern islands cannot be simply explained by admixture between ...
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